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EDITORIAL 

Salutations to one and all, Welcome to the LENASIA YUVAK MANDAUS 
NEWSLETTER 1994 with a New Look . . 

As the World as it is today, with it's multitude of problems, we too have our share of 
social cultural economic and political problems. One of the major problems which is 
defyi~ soluti~ns all over the world, is the p·roblem of youth. Whether the youth is a 
problem to society or society to the yout~ or e~ch a probl_em to ~~e ?ther, the problem 
itself has reached menacing proportions d1sturbmg the social equihbnum. 

Why the new look, we feel the way of dialogue presupposes that those who take part, 
do not come as manipulators but as genuine concerned fellow-beings. Being in 
dialogue with each other implies that a real effort is being made of addressing and 
understanding the nature of our problems. We must understand that freedom is about 
fostering a proliferation of voices which reflect society in it's diversity. 

In view of this light we have complied a newsletter reflecting current and n.\-;vant 
issues that affect us daily. May thls Newsletter be read in such a spirit that it wili , ·,ok,:: 
a clear understanding of our problems, and create real dialogue with all :.:..:op!,-. 
especially our youth, so that we may begin to address these problems and .-y i 1.i 

aUeviate them. 

We would gladly welcome your views and comments either in the form of articics, or 
letters to the Editor, so that we may begin this real dialogue. 

EDITOR: ROIDT KASSEN 

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE: 
MAGANBHAI NARSI 
ANll. M V ALLABH 
JAYPRAKASHRAMA 
ANlL PARSHOTAM 

RAMAN GOVIND 
JA YESH :MISTRY 
JA VIE RA VJEE 

COVER DESIGN AND LOGO: . M. NARSI 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
THEEDITOR 
LENASIA YUV AK MANDAL NEWSLETI'ER . 
P.O.BOX.2480, LENASIA, 1820 

ALL ARTWORK ANO DESIGNS ARE COPYRIGHT. 

THE ~~ A,ND ·OPiNJON.S EXPRESSED IN-:m1s°,NEWSLETTER DO NOT 
NEClf$$AiqL'f,~1JRPORT·:ro -mosEOF✓TirlLENASIA· YUV AKMANDAL. . . ,•, , .. •' -: ' 

L
1 PAGE SPONSORED BY: SOMA JIV AN & FAMILY OF LARKSPUR A VENUE, LENZ 
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,.--------- ----------- - ------ --- - --- ---·· ·-------

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE 

I deem · it a great honour and privilege to be chairman of the Lenasia Yuvak Mandal on this 
momentous occasion, to be part of the celebration of our Silver Jubilee. Twenty five years of service to 
an important sector of the community is indeed a great achievement in the life of any organisation. I 
am proud that setbacks have not daunted the organisation in its ventures and today holds much 
character and influence. The Lenasia Yuvak Mandal, through the years have ardently treaded 
unselfishly forward with a vision of unity and objectives for fostering and promoting inter
organisational co-operation on matters of common interest and concern in culture, welfare, education 
and sporting activities~ 

The LYiv1 have facilitated its aims and objectives in various ways. To earmark specific events / 
activ1t1es are : Education Fund, Careers Day, Hanuman Chalisa recitals, Sporting competitions, 
SocinJ. Av,·areness i.e. assisting Welfare organisations as well as taking on joint ventures. etc. 

As c • .1 be s-:. ~Ii from the above, there is no limit in our endeavours to be of service to the community. 
Th,~ .:.t1c ::css of in organisation must be attributed to the hard work and dedication of its members, 
pa:: ,. :d prcsenc ~;;·id more so the support of the community at large. I salute you all. Friends, our 
sue(_·;_\ : is solely because of your support and generosity. You have made us what we are today. With 
you:· ,:~1ri.tin.uous support, participation and generosity I believe the LYM v,1.ll grow from strength to 
st.reHgd\ and will continue its ventures of' service ' especially in the NEW SOU11I AFRICA. I appeal 
to the youth to come forward and join our organisation. The perception that LYM is ' close shop 

I 
is 

totaliy hogwash. We need you, the community needs you, the country needs you. 

Today, society and the country at large, faces its toughest challenges ,: - the drug problem, the 
violence, the economy, the housing shortage and the unemployment, to name but a few. \\That are we. 
as Hindus, doing to be part of the reconstruction and development strategies to address the problems ? 
Thus far, very little. Our laid back attitudes and the lack of participation, to a great degree, have 
dampened the very force we aim to be. 

The tapestry of our existence is inundated with selfish motives and acts of convenience. We have a 
heritage and culture so rich and dynamic which, if utilised purposefully, can contribute towards the 
rejuvenation of our cultural identity. This .in turn will have a ripple effect in society and for the 
betterment of our people and the country. 

The dawn on the horizon is approaching and a qew era in the history of the people of South Africa 
have entered a new dispensation wherein the people, irrespective of race, colour or creed. have now 
the right to partake in the shaping of this country. No time is better suited than that of the present to 
perpetuate our very humanity and service in the time of need and desperation. The time is fast 
approaching for the human race to stand under one banner for the goodwill of all mankind. Brothers 
and sisters, the need is now, the time is now, let us not procrastinate - together we can make the 

difference. 

JAVIERAVJEE 

PAGE SPONSORED BY: JA YPRAKASH RAMA & FAMILY OF ALBATROSS STREET LENZ 
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* KEBABS 
* GRILLED CIDCKEN 
* CJilCKEN BURGERS 
* CURRIES 
*SAMOOSAS 

AUTHENTIC SOUTH AFRICAN 
Kf;iATRI STYLE! 

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! 

STREET 
mmissioner Sts. 

e.: 838 7597 

_J I I 
~ SAUER STREET 

~ ~ W~ d (P lld(i? I- Oi.J) f~i\ i 4 ithl 
KORf ST a: ~ ~ 1 t1h•. \... 

;, ~ ~ er: ,__ .J i<.N,,fZ 

~~~ ~ 
1 

FERREIRASTREET

1 

~ c· 
:·•~ ~ C 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
• '.:? .___ _ __, - -

0 WEST STREET 

1 °1 I ~ --;;;-· 

LENASIA 

The Bridal San:ie Specialist 

LENASIA 

FASHION YOU LL BE REMEMBER.ED BY 

9 CUCKOO A VENUE, LEN ASIA .1820 
P.O. BOX 48211, QUALBERT 4078 · 
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TEL: (011) 854-6341 
(011) 8.54-6358 

FAX: (011).854-:6394 



.1!116• ·c na•-,•s travel 
411!!!!!~~ ■• • I-. services 

CK 88120678123 

Congratu{ation on your 25th Anniversary 

P~tlreWCUfi,o,~Md 
-~4~·. 

+++++ 
We offer you 
t- }"'r-;::e advice without any obligation 

+ Tours created to suit your requirements 

+ A one-stop travel service for all your travel 
needs on holiday, pilgrimage or business 

+ We also sell American Express Foreign ·Exchange 

For further information you may contact us at 
5 Eton Road, Pilrig Place, Upper Level, Parktown 

® (011) 482--2012 Fa~: (011) 482-3287 
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vino ehibabbai 
eommunieatioa§ 

P.O. Box 638 Lenasia 1820 

Tel: (011) 852-6344 
Fax: (011) 852-3200 

For that professional touch in 

•public relations • publicity• 
show management & presentations 

•product launches • 
personal motivation 

& development 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
LENASIA YUVAK MANDAL 

ON YOUR 25TH ANNIVERSARY·· 

w ·th C I" 1 omp 1ments ......... . 

~ Wnion 'Qtrabing Qto·. 
Wholesale and Retail Grocers and Produce Merchants 

19 CONCORD PLACE, Lli:NASIA, 1820 
PO BOX 14, LENASIA, 1802 

We lead 

Others Follow 

\TEL: (011) 852-2510 . 
. FAX:(011) 852-3400 ,. 
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Witli Compfimen ts from . . . 

mistr~i 
FACTORY FURNISHERS 

51BREESTREET, FORDSBVRG 
JOHANNESBURG 

TEL: (Ol l) 836-8411 ~~\~1ht%, 
170 MAIN REEF ROAD ~ /~ -~ 

fORDSBURG SOUTH,JOHANNESBURG -::--%,.J) -" -~ 
TEL:(011) 834-5111 .. {~~1_ ~' 

WISHING ONE AND ALL A ,~ ._.;~~f ~~ 
HAPPY DIW ALI , _ _._. 

T LAXMI .PHARMACY YOU' LL FIND 
FRIENDLY SERVICE, COMPETITIVE 
PRICES AND FREE INFORMATION 

THE REASON BEING IS THAT WE 

HA VE BEEN SERVICING THE 

COMMUNITY FOR OVER 18 YEARS 

AND WE T RY H ARDER 

• TRY US NEXT TIME 

- ~~:~~~ 10 H!GHPOIITT CENTRE 
POPPY STREET EXT .3 

P.O. BOX 323,LEHAS!A 1820. 
P.GOOl.AB. B.Sc. (Phann.) M.P .S. 

WE ARE CLOSER THAN YOU THINK 



It must also be pointed out that the R and D Programme must function with a sense of 
austerity. Last year the present author received a gift from the Indian Navy, Calcutta. 
It was a calendar which had the words of Admiral Ramdas inscribed upon it: "Much 
more with much less." It is an apt guideline for any Rand D Programme. 

Non-government organisations - ashrams, temples cultural and social clubs have a 
significant role to play. With a little added effort they may help in the education 
process, with small-scale agricultural projects (school and kitchen gardens), mini
industries, training for small-scale businesses, etc. Every effort is sure to be rewarded 
and appreciated. While several Hindu organizations have been engaged in this type of 
work for decades, the present times demand a greater focus, a larger purpose, viz. a 
healthy nation. · · 

It may be useful to conclude with the words of Jawaharlal Nehru. Addressing the 
Planning Commission of India, he said: ~'Planning under a democratic system may be 
defined as the technical co-ordination by disinter~sted experts of consumption, 
production, investment, trade and income distribution in accordance with social 
objectives set by bodies representative of the nation. Such planning is not only to be 
considered from the point of view of economics and the raising of the standard of 
living, but must include cultural and spiritual values and the human side of life." 

(S·ubst;.:mce of the talk given by Swami Saradananda to a group of Hindu Youth. when 
the ca lie(~ nn him tt the Ramakrishna Centre of South Africa, Durban.) 

PAGE SPONSORED IN MEMORY OF LATE MAGANB~ ROWJEE (TAVDf) 
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THE RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAiv fviE 
- Some Thoughts -

By 

SWAMI SARADANANDA 
(Ramakrishna Centre of South Africa) 

~ 

~-0 
South Africa's .entry into a democracy has. been hailed as one of the major 
achievements of this century. Democracy is a synchronisation of a plethora of tensions. 
It has been aptly said that these socio-political forces are like waves of the ocean that 
lash against each other and find their equilibrium. Harmony is only and ideal of the 
democratic process. In the meantime every citizen must contribute, in a positive and 
constructive way, towards this larger harmony. 

The legacy we have inherited from the past apartheid structures has left us with a great 
debt to our _disadvantaged people. Swami Vivekananda felt that if the condition of t i 1~ 

masses was not improved no progress was possible. He emphasised that the upliftnK , 
of the masses was not just a duty, but a· sacred privilege to be undertaken by those 
authority in a spirit of worship. He boldly proclaimed, "Service to man is worship 
God." To him religion and humanism were not mutually exclusive of each oth, 
Worship must lead to intelligent and constructive selfless service. 

Political and economic inequalities should be addressed through widespread education. 
For Vivekananda, "Education was the panacea for all ills." The naiion's basis needs of 
food, clothing, shelter, medical and educational requirements hive already featured 
high up on our R and D Programme. When these needs are met it restores, at least in 
some measure, out sense of human dignity and liberty. 

Every planner and worker in the R and D Programme must be conscious that the 
masses of people should not be transformed into perpetual beggars. Development 
means aiding the masses to become self-sufficient. Doling out material and ideas to an 
inert mass of people is futile. Human initiative and the creative spirit must be 
encouraged. 

Our R and D Programme demands that we manifest our citizenship qualities. This 
includes a work-culture "among the people and for the people". Trade Unions are an 
important force to protect the interest of the workers. But, apart from this, Trade 
Unions must provide the necessary education for a healthy work-culture. It is common 
knowledge that the absence of a work-culture among the masses would be detrimental 
to any developing nation. · 

continued on the next page .. .... . 
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PEMA lAKHA & ASSOCIATES 
Chartered Accountants (S.A.) 

s Terrace Road, Fordsburg·, 2033 
Tel. 838-3311 

OUR PHILOSOPHY 

To Provide quality services to our clients on a tlrneous basis. We 
develop a close working relationship with our Clients to understand 
their needs and assist them to Improve profitability and manage their 

l::uslness successfully. 

We provide the following services:-

- ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

- IMPLEMENTATION OF ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS 

-TAX PLANNING 

- AUDITTNG 

- INSURANCE. INVESTMENTS AND RETIREMENT PLANNING 

-··- - --- --- ·-·- - ---------------------------, 

SUDAMAcc 
CK No. 93/27601/23 

32 CLARE ROAD 
(cnr High Road) 

FORDSBURG, JHB 

P.O. BOX 421045 
FORDSBUAG 2033 

FAX: (01 1) 833-8177. 
TEL: {Oi i) 833-Si 76 

CLOTHING • KNITWEAR • SCHOOL WEAR • SHOES • WHOLESALERS • IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
LENASIA YVVAK MANDAL 

ON YOUR 2STH-ANNWERSARY 

WISHING A~L A HAPPY DIW ALI 
AND A PROSPEROUS 

NEWYEAR 

MEMBERS: O.N. MISTRY• S.O. MISTRY• M.O. MISTRY• A. MISTRY 
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THE ROLE OF HINDU RELIGION IN THE N1E'0:' 00 UTij_ 
· AFRICA - DR KC Naik 

h I r.0 r Hindu religion (Dhanna) in democratic South Africa? It is a question Is t ere a ro e u . . . 
that cannot be answered simply with an affinnat1ve yes! It demands a cnt1?al analysis. In 
order to answer this question objectively one has to look at the past - that 1s'. the practice 

f .Hi d religion in the old South Africa. One has also to analyze the philosophy, the 
o nu I. . I d . 
psychology, and the practice of Hindu religion local y m part,cu ar an universally in 

general. 

In the old South Africa all the religions practiced were not given equal status. Christianity 
was the dominant religion. Hindu religion was basically practiced by the Hindu 
community. There was no restriction in its practi~e withi.n t~~ co~unity, but ~~ere was 
virtually no scope for its growth because of no d1plomat1c ties with Mother lne:1a. There 
was smatterings of visits by many religious leaders from 'India, but these did not give 
sufficient momentum to the growth of the religion in the country. Yet, t; 1:; religion 
survived and flourished within the community. With the rigid separation of pe, ':1le i :1 this 
country, · there was also very little or no scope of explaining the religior .o c1:her 
communities. 

Hindu religion is flexible and practical religion. It is simple and non-prescriptiv- re!i ,:J;:on, 
although at times the philosophy may be intricate. and perhaps open Lo n.1any 
interpretations. With the birth of New South Africa, and democracy being in place, Hiridu 
religion has an important role to play in this country. With Presidential Inauguration on 
10th May 1994, the Hindu community was invited to offer a prayer to mark_ this historic 
occasion. This indica!es that there is a role for Hindu religion in the New South Africa. 

Within the scope of this article it is not possible to go into detailed analysis of the role of 
Hindu religion in Democratic South Africa. However, some areas in which positive 
contribution can be made are briefly discussed. In the area of violence, the religion teaches 
SHANTI (Peace) and AHJNSA (Non-violence). With violence still prevalent in many of 
the country, AHINSA can be preached like Mahatma Gandhi did. In the area of 
Reconstruction and Development (RDP), the charity aspect of religion can play a 
significant part The DAAN (charity) factor is an important aspect of religion that can be 
implemented unselfishly. In the area of minimizing suspicion and discrimination amongst 
the various groups, the aspect of ATMA, PARAMATMA ~nd TOLERANCE in the 
religion can be practically applied. One can look at many aspects of the religion in a similar 
way, thus indicating that Hindu religion has an important role to play in the New South 
Africa. Also a positive effort should be made by the Hindus and Hindu Organizations to · 
ex~l~in the basic tenets, the wealth, the values, the philosophy and the sircplicity of our 
religion to the members of the other communities so that the preconception of the Hindu 
religion being mystical and mysterious will disappear. Perhaps a concise booklet with the 
relevant information will be the answer. 

A::gooi{w_ordfor a bad one is worth much though it costs little. Always return good 
·\.-Jor:evi/. A. irue.de11otee hates none. He embraces a/1 ................. SIVANANDA .. . .. - . . ' -

PAGE SPONSORED IN MEMORY OF JERAMBHAI & KIRANBHAI V ALLABH (VERA VAR) 
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DISTRIBUTORS 
Prop. Novanit Industries cc 

2nd FLOOR · P O BOX 42555 
EMSTER CENTRE FORDSBURG, 2033 
50--52 CLAR!:: ROAD 
(Cr.;·- L-CY, i~RS'uVALK) TEL: (011 ) 833-2253 
:·C · :;:; ,.-c~::;:,__1::;G FAX: (011) 838-17 4 7 

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS 

Congratu.lations 
May you grow from strength to strength 

From Kanoobhai and Sunil Mistry 
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND THE INDIAN YC . 1
' ·,~-li 

- A VIEWPOINT 

by Vinod Chibabhai 

The word affirmative action is probably the only word in the English language that 
changes not only definition but also colour according to changing situations. It is also a 
word that means different things to different people at any given moment. A dictionary 
definition of affirm is; To declare positively and be willing to stand .by the truth, and the 
word affirmative is; asserting the fact is true. What Fact? What truth? 

A layman's understanding of. the now popular affirmative action would be; being given 
an opportunity in situations and positions that were previously barred. Another 
understanding of the word; is favouring one person mor~ than the oth·er. So the 
question that arises is affirmative action new in South Africa? The answer is most 
certainly not. Affirmative action has been practiced in South Africa for generations "d 
can actually be traced back to the arrival of Jan Van Riebeeck to the shores of S0 •th 
Africa. The only .difference between then and now is that it has now been given a 1: 1· "' 

politicat and social status. 

In order to investigate the effects of affirmative action as far as the Indian youtl: \ 
concerned it is perhaps important to go back to the coming into power of i.! ;:.' 
Nationalist Government in South Africa in 1948. With the arrival of this governmer:1 
came the blatant introduction of racism, the apartheid laws,. and the subsequent 
introduction of the various laws which made one in reality a second class citizen of this 

country. 

The Nationalist introduced affirmative action for the Whites of this country and the 
white Afrikaner in particular. _Jobs were created and people were put into positions in 
which many were really not qualified. But it was a case of economic and social 
upliftment through protectionism. It was economic empowerment. Civil Service, 
Railways, the Post Office, Iscor and various other quasi government organization were 
part of the affirmative action to give upliftment opportunities to the poor white . 

. Needless to say that it's objectives were very satisfactorily realized over the last forty 
years. 

The Indian youth during that period was "too black" to be v}hite, and therefore stood 
no chance for being part of the affirmative action, however tney enjoyed a insignificant 
degr-ee of ad'(antage in the while collar section where employers "preferred" to employ 
Indians rather than Blacks, again at a disadvantage of receiving a lower level of salary 
than that, which would have been paid to a white worker. 

Continued ....... on the following page 

:" , ·· .. ::. ·'rJe'wh() rem~!f,be,:_s_.Afe. constantly-and daily, attains Me easily" ....... GITA 
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The present surge of affirmative action programs is focused on Black South Afiicans, 
where many companies are literally and frantically scouting within their organizations 
to find a reasonable Black face to promote. It is quite interesting to note, that suddenly 
through the wave of the magic wand, .hundreds of black people in particular are seen as 
having potential for advancement. Bosses were so busy focusing their attention on 
their on kind that they did not even notice you were around. Now the focus has once 
again passed the Indian youth, as they feel they are now "to~ white" to be black. 

As they saying goes; "You are the architect -of your own destiny", and many Indian 
youth hav~one into a comfort zone with being employed. Thousands of Indian 
youths in employment have done very little to develop new skills and increase their 
levels of education. Those that have kept abreast of times and even ahead of times 
have reaped the benefits. Whereas many of their black counterparts have burned the 
midnight oil in trying to improve their educational qualifications. Experience alone is 
no longer a criteria for advancement. Skills development should possibly be the most 
impJrtant extra mural activity of people employed below managerial levels, if they 
,~a!.!;· ·✓vint advancement. Employment trends ,are going to follow the population 
<liMrlbt'.f ion of this country, and therefore time has come for people to take their lives 
: 11a ::h"'.i: own hands and mould it now, or they sadly will be left behind to do the 
11~nial 1Jrk. 

The fLture of th.is co;.mtry and its economic advancement is going to be through skills 
devclopmei« (more specifically technical) and increase in productivity and unless the 
Indian youtb prepare themselves for the major competition in the job market called 
"affirmative action" they will be left complaining bitterly. The Indian youth needs to 
affirm it self and create advantages for itself through development and become part of 
the affirmative action programme and not wait for things to happen. 

Employment requirements are changing throughout the world. There was a time when 
a mattic certificate was a good enough passport for gainful employment. Today a 
degree is not enough or not sufficient at all, knowledge and various types of skills is 
the nonn. In essence being a well adjusted person. The present matriculation 
candidates coming onto job market face a daunting task of finding employment. There 
are already those t~at are seeking employment over that past two years. 

The Indian businessman must -also •, be partly blamed for not practicing proper 
employment standards. The Indian businessman is generally known for; low salaries, 
long working hours, no benefits etc. It is perhaps time for them to encourage progress 
an.d development in their organizations. Remember, "what is good for the goose is 
good for the gender". Like I said at the beginning, affirmative action is an ever 
changing phenomena. · 

::,f!itfiMJ~t/¥.e :ffj/~keritarf!: ¥e°f#~:el!~ry!#inq in '°M_e, he never becomes separated 
,:.:•\:\?f\:·',':-)[:)iffql}j}:,jfe,.':_ijo_r-:t}o.1-~~9Qrfje, separated from him .. , ... , .. GITA 
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KING GEORGE STREET MALL, SHOP No. 2 

(BETWEEN BREE & PLEIN STAS) 

JOHANNESBURG 2001 

TEL: (011) 337-5523 

WISW¾(j <JJl!E £C£,1f)L51Jl rtVo/Jl'l( ?d) tJV<D.,'A.L 

)f. SVCc<ESSPV L 25TH )f.!N'.NI1IE/RS.JI..Ci(~-'~_fi9¼D 

}ILL )f. Jf)f.<P<Yf <DIW}ILI 

Super Special Offers 
SHOP AT 

MISTRY'S 
SUPER KET 

291 Main Street. J eppestown. Tel: 6 14-5237 
. 39 Maddison Street , Jeppestown. Tel: 614-8312 

~Mdt!1k_ 1 , ~ 
~~~ 

~ 
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HOW TO ATTAIN PEACE WITHIN ONESELF IN A 
VIOLENT SOCIETY 

-
BRAHMA KUA1ARIS - RAJA YOGA CENTRE 

Taking the responsibility for n{~n-violence. 

When we are at peace with ourselves it does not matter what the external 
environment is like, we cannot be shaken from our seat of peace. One who is at 
peace with himself does, in fact, contribute to the general peace in the world. Our 
inner state is largely responsible for the state of our world. If it was human beings 
who created peacelessness and upheaval, it is human beings who will, again, 
experience that peacelessness. 

It does not matter how peaceful and calm my life may seem externally, every 
time 1 give in to moods of anger, irritation and impatience and continue to interact 
with others in this destructive state of mind, I am anding to the general peacelessness 
and violence in the world. 

Dealing with the fear of violence 

\Ve cannot deny that the ever-increasing level of violence in our society has been the 
major cause of our individual peacelessness. We seem to live in constant fear of this 
violence. One who lives in fear cannot be at peace. I can only get peaceless or afraid 
of violence when I do not understand it. However, before I can deal with that fear 
or even overcome it, l need to identify precisely what it is that I am afraid of. There 
are certain internal triggers that can help me identify the nature and the source of this 
fear: 

a) the fear of bodily harm, injury or even possible death as a result ofliving in 
a violent society. 

b) the fear of losing our financial or material security 

c) uncertainty about the future and loss of hope. 

Admittedly, it is necessary to take certain precautions in order to protect oneself from 
physical violence. But I am sure we have all experienced that not matter how many 
safety measures one takes, the feeling of imminent danger is never too far. Even 
behind our strong burglar bars, steel gates and alarm systems we still feel unsafe and 
fearful. This fear has not so much to do with what is happening outside. The fear of 
physical harm or even death has a lot to do with the way we think about ourselves. 

Co11/i11ued ....... on the following page 

PAGE SPONSORED BY: ANONYMOUS 
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Maybe there is not much we can do to finish extei:nat vi?lence but there _still is a lot 
that can be done to finish fear so that we can expenence mner peace. We·Just need to 
change our way of thinking. Ifl have always thought that all I am is this physical body, 
then anything that threatens the safety of this body is inevitabl_e_ going to m~ke 
me feel peaceless. We are all very knowledgeable ab6ut the spmtual truths which 
teach us that we are not these physical bodies but souls that are eternal and 
indestructible. This is now the time to put these teachings into practice. As human 
souls our existence is assured. We will continue to live eternally. This thought alone 
will finish all fear of physical harm and even the fear of death. We also know that 
where there is no love there will be fear. We therefore need to look at the situation of 
violence with compassion. If I understand that those who seem to be the cause of 
violence in our society are souls who are suffering from great unhappiness and 
confusion then I can look towards them with compassion and understanding. Can 
there really be any fear where there is such understanding. 

There is yet another spiritual law we need to remind ourselves of in order to overcome 
apprehension about the future in these times of violence. As human beings we never 
created this world and therefore we cannot know with certainty what events lie ahe<1.d . 
Fear and doubts about the future are a result of our own limited understanding and 
imagination. Not matter how much upheaval there is in the world, nothing happeilS 
by accident or through the misguided wills of human beings. There is a universal law 
of nature which ensures that everything happens exactly as it should, at the right 
time: It does not matter what human beings do, they cannot upset this law. If I live 
with the faith that everything will happen exactly as it should, when it should, I 
will always be at peace with myself and I can never worry about the future·. 

Peace is really our original and eternal state. This is why there is such a thirst for it 
now. There was a time a human history when we lived in utter peace and harmony, as 
children of the one Father. How quickly we have forgotten! Let us once again 
remind ourselves of this Brotherhood of man and the love that ohce bound us 
together. Isn't it a pity that children of same father can live with so much suspicion 
and fear of one another! 

PAGE SPONSORED BY: SHANTIBEN D. MISTRY OF_ KINGFISHER STREET, LEN?_ 
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WFI!J-[ CO:M.<P LI:M.P/!flS P(J(O:M :-
MRS LUXMIBEN GOPAL CHIBABHAI 

SONS & FAMILY 

SUDHAR WHOLESALERS 
176 MARKET STREET 
JOHANNESBURG 
P.O.BOX 42450 
FORDSBURG, 2033 

12 CHURCHILL A VE 
CROSBY 
JOHANNESBURG 
TEL: 333-1403 /BJ 

837-5166 /A/ H) 

THE DIVINE INJUNCTION IS THAT GOD MUST BE MADE 
THE SOLE OBJECT OF ONE'S LIFE. HARE IffiISHNA HARE 

J(RISHNA HARE KRISHNA HARE HARE \.~1\,J,i 
~\ -~ 
~ ~ ~ 

l e.:" ~ ~ 
•
1 

..... ~ TOC!(ISTS OF:- -71~~- /?' 
·:<tTCHENWARE GLASSWARE ~~ 

1
: GIFT 11 EMS FANCY GOODS · · -~=·~-· --a I• \ "'· -. '.:' ' C; C!CS BAGS •:,,(" ·, --..;_ -..... . 

,I_' ~--:;:~_E:-~ COSMETICS 

19 MINT ROAD 
(Corner Clare Road) 

FORDSBURG 
2092 
JOHANNESBURG 

P .0. Box 42387 modi•, 
l,avel 

WISHING THE LENASIA YUVAK MANDAL 
A SUCCESSFUL 25TH ANNIVERSARY AND 

ALL A HAPPY DIWALI 
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LENASIA YUV AK MAND AL 
INCOl\iIE STATEMENT 

for the year ended 31 lvfarch 1994 
1994 

INCOME 
Donations received 
Hire of sound and lights system 
Interest received 
Mandap income 
Awn stickers - net proceeds 
Mowgli show - net proceeds 

Total income 

EXPENDITURE 
Advertising 
Bank charges 
Depreciation 
Donations 
Hire of utensils 
Insurance 
Loss on disposal of fixed assets 
Motor vehicle e:\-penses 
Printing and stationery 
P.O. Box and safe deposit locker rentals 
Repairs and maintenance 
Refreshments 
Religious festival leaflets aud banners 
Securicy 
Subscriptions 
Miscellaneous 

Total expendirure 

Surplus 

ACCUMULATED FUNDS at beg. of year 

ACCUMULATED FUNDS at end of the year 

EDUCATION FUND 

Education funds on deposit 
Bursary loans 

16 838 
13 108 
7 445 

10 860 
3 004 
l 3-H 

52 596 

700 
10 

10 137 
7 349 

1 715 
2 783 
2 106 

793 
170 

1 370 
-iso 

2 052 
119 
101 

l 072 

30 927 

21669 

1 l 9 144 

140 813 

34 017 
19 050 

19~3 

16 623 
IO -t.77 
-+ 058 
12 675 

603 
5 2-+6 

49 682 

104 
11 31 I 

-+ 2S9 
186 

2 658 

l 077 
I 897 

162 
805 
205 

l 912 

24 606 

25 076 

94 068 

1 I 9 144 

25 657 
3 550 

29 207 

Have a definite aim. Live with a definite purpose. Realise that life is meant / or service 
• <ind not for self-seeking. Selfless service can reveal to you your oneness with 

. humanity ................ SIVANANDA: . . _., .: . 

PAGE SPONSORED BY: D.K.MOTIRAM & COMPANY (MAYFAIR) 
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RELIGION AND SOCIETY 

When the world is rapidly being ushered into an abyss of decadence and degradation, 
then the question about the role that religion can play, becomes of paramount 
importance. 

In this day and age, the majority of the world's countries are embroiled in a sort of 
religions conflict, where he followers of one religion persecute the adherents of other 
religions and sects. Religious leaders are strengthening their positions through 
sectarian diplomacy. Apart from religious fanaticism and narrow-mindedness, they lack 
noble human values. They display narrow outlook. These·so called religious leader are 
neither God's messengers nor humanitarians, but are merely religious zealots. They 
perpetrate ruinous rivalry in the society to further their selfish aims. 

lt is now becoming imperative to reassess our religious values. If society is one side nf 
a coin, then religion is obverse side of the same coin, they are inseparable. Society cn.1 
never be separated from religion. Truth emanates from a healthy society only. In «'"·~ 
society the prevalence of ignorance, inequality, poverty and exploitation in the na,,,r 
of religion, merely serve to undermine the foundations of religion. On the other hmv . 
progressive religious leaders will popularise and perpetuate religion through equalii.)', 
education and reforms. If such true religious leaders were to avail themselves to the 
society, it wiJI transform this earth into paradise. 

If the ideals of Gandhi, Gautam and Christ were to be adopted by these religious 
leaders, then it would be possible to brin&. under control the violent tandav dance that 
is carried out in the name of religion. Religious leaders can change the face of the 
society if they perform their tasks of making the youths interested in the field of true 
education and religion. Education has acquired a lofty place in our lives. But without 
character building education, man is no better than an animai. It is through man
making education that a person's inner powe.rs can be cultivated. Here it is o be made 
abundantly clear that mere book knowledge or secular education is not enough, but 
that it should be coupled with character building education that helps build healthy and 
noble character. 

Religious work involves the spread of this education through efficient organisation, so 
that each person in the society can receive this education. Instead of wasting resources 
in celebrating religious festivals and the birth anniversaries of religious leaders, it 
behoves rather it becomes society orientated. 

Conlinued. ...... on the following page 

God asks of a man not his caste, c,:eed or religion, but only if th_ere is. love ·rn his 
heart. Wh~re love is God is. Love is God ....... SIVAN ANDA 
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The rich people as well as the religious leaders in a society should give serious thought 
to the plight of the poor, destitute children, widows and helpless women, it should 
become one of their main task to sympathise and help solve their day to day problems. 
It should not be forgotten that he service done in the true spirit, serving the poor, the 
miserable and the fallen, will outshine the prayers in a temple or a mosque. Love is a 
form of personification of God. A person who cannot show respect, love and courtesy 
towards his fellow human beings is not fit to be called a human. 

The urgency of the situation calls for the eradication from the society, of crimes, 
violence against women and religious narrow-mindedness. Only then the bright future 
of the society and religion will be assured. 

There was a time when the chief characteristics of religion were renunciation and 
austerity. The religious leadership was in the hands of such enunciates and ascetics, 
who willingly dedicated their lives for the good of the society and the welfare of the 
world. 

-»~,\i~~I. 
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With Compliments from ... 

Sheetal's 
·Fruiterers 

. 167 Grand Place, Shop No.2, Lenasla 
·po Box 2238, Lenasla 1820 
Tel: 852-2982 • Fax: 854-3362 

SPECIALISING 

IN INDIAN 

VEGETABLES 

We are direct importers of 
India & Nairobi vegetables 

SPECIALISE IN BABY VEGETABLES 
FRESH SUGAR CANE JUICE 

Super quality dry chillies: 
Fine-Rough & Whole 

BEST CHILLIES IN TOWN 

We also specialise in Fireworks 
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VIVEKANANDA PANDYA 
(PRIEST - B.A. PSYCHOLOGY) 

LAXMI NARA YAN TE!vf PLE 

ELECTRIC BLUES 
P.O.BOX 74140 

TURFFONTEIN 
2140 

FOR ALL YOUR STOV~ LIGHTS 
& GENERAL ELECTRIC BLUES 

CONT ACT HET ASH 
ON TELPHONE : 
852-1438 HOME 

0824116211 CELLULAR 

Wishing all a happy 
Diwali 

REGISTERED ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTOR 
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LEN ASIA YUVAK MANDAL - SENIOR BODY 

BACK (left to right):M.DEVCHAND,M.MASTER,J.GOVAN,R.KHATRI,A.MISTRY ,A.M.VALLABH 
A.PARSHOTAM,R.M. V ALLABH,R.MASTER,K.SUKHA 

SEATED (left to rigbt):J.RAMA,P.BHIKA,R.GOVIND,M.NARSI,A. V ALLABH,K.PARSHOT AM, 
P.PATEL 

FRONT :J.RA VJEE,R.BHANA 
ABSENT:S.MISTRY,H.PATEL,A.SHIBA,J.MISTRY,R.KASSEN,S.CHIBBA,J.CHIBA,H.DULLABH, 

D.RAVJEE 

LENASIA YUV AK MANDAL - EXECUTIVE BODY 

0 - . 
~ iJ t-Q ., 

/ " "' ~ 

BACK (left to right):R.M.VALLABH{Assistant Treasurer),P.BHIKA(Religious & Cultural), 
A. V ALLABH(Show Committee ),A.P ARSHOT AM(PRO),J.GOV AN(Co-ordinator) 
P.PATEL(Hall Committee) 

SEA TED (left to right):J.RAMA(Assistant Secret.ary),R.GOVIND(Secret.ary),J.RA VJEE(Chainnan), 
R.BHANA(Vice Chainnan),K.SUKHA(Treasurer) 

ABSENT:J.MISTRY(Education Fwid),R.KASSEN(Newsletter) 
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LENASIA YUVAK MANDAL - YOUTH WING 

::;TANDlNC (left to right):V.M.VALLABH,M.MODI,R.MADHA Y.,R.BHAGA,J.GOV AN,Y.PARBHOO 
V.DAYALJEE 

S".::A't'ED {1:.-~":. to r ight):D.GOVIND,Y.DULLABH,R.PA TEL,K.DHANn,u.GOSAl,B.GOVIND 

JUNIOR YUV AK MAND AL 

STANDING 0eft to right):S.RA VJEE,A.NATHOO,B.DAYA,V.BHARAT,D.MISTRY,S.SUKHA, 
D. V ALLABH,N.NAGAR,K.KALA,V.PARSHOTAM,N.MISTRY,M.RA VJEE 

SEATED Oeft to right):H.GOVIND,B.NA THA, V. V ALLABH,L.CI-IlilBA,M.NA TIIA,V.MISTRY 
ABSENT:B.GOSAI,Y.NARSI,T.ROWJEE,K.MISTRY,J.MISTRY,V.VALA,H.MISTRY,S.VARACHIA, 

B.PARSHOTAM,M.MISTRY ,A.MISTRY,V.PARSHOT AM,D.PARSHOT AM,M.PIT AMBER, 
D.PITAMBER,J.PRANJEE,P.ROWJEE 
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I ------CHILDREN'S CORNER--- --

OUR ENFIRON!v!ENT 
Did rou knoll' 011r earlh is r111111ing 
a te1~1pera111re? Our earth is getting 
too hot because the ozone layer 
is being desrroyed. I saw a 
perso11 c11ui11g a rree. This upsel 
me ven• 11111ch because 1ha1 tree 
may 1,-;,ve rn/.:en 50years or more 10 grow. lf'e need trees 

to survive mu/ if ll'e don '/ 
have frees there will be no life 
011 earth. Trees provide us with 
oxv{!en and no living thing can s111·11ive without o.,ygen. even the 

oz~;,e Inver is made of oxygen. 
lf'e can i,elp our world by planting trees rather tha11 
destrovi11g them. Sometimes we 
don 't ~ven kno,r that we are destroying trees. For example, 
haven 't 1re all thrown paper aw~v rather than recycling ii. /l'e/1 
JNe111ls. you are killing a tree. for paper is made our of a rree. 

Pririka Ro11jee 

DAY DJU; .. /.\ I 
I thought <!( a Jiw11d 
in my 11e1r dream Lo.nd 
}lying i11 1he ski·, 
with a h/iw tie.· 
.·I friell(lh · ghost he is 
with Cnspc·r as his name. 
A bang i11 the air and broke 
my day dream. 
.\'itee11 Mist1:v 

Use a code where e,·ery letter in the alphabet is mo,·ed fomard by one. so that B becomes A. ,mcl 
A becomes Z. to solve this message : 

VSHFOU 
UlF TQBDF TIVUl.flvlF XJMM MBOE OFBS 
RYFFOTUPXO 
QMFBTF HP UIFSF JNNFEJBUFMZ UP IFMQ 
---UIF BTUSPOBVUT. 

ELECTIONS 
T!,1e elections took place on the ]61

1, .. to 18';.. of rlpril 9./. 
1 Mre were many parries which participated. 
This was the first democratic elecrions 
in South Africa where all rhe people of the country, black and white 
voted for the first time. 
ii was on~v a two horse race between the A:VC and the :\'P. 
The leaders of the two main parties are 

F. Jr de Kier/.: and Nelson Mandela. 
I met many otlrer A,VC members including .\'elson :\landela. 

SUZY 
Ther'! is n '.!irl called Su::v 

~ . 
who is always so cosy 
lf'hen she goes to visit 
&he sits one place and d<>es 11otjidget 
She stole a toy ji-om a shop called Shoys Toys 
,md u:e11t to co11rr with a 1ho11ght 

.\~v grandf~rher is rite chairperson of the Lenasin Branch of the A.\'C. 
Alrhough .\elson Mandela is an old person, he is proud to be 5011111 .Jfiri· · ·a d . . ca s 
new pres, en/, an he is very nctive and verv sharo. · 

That ·s f slw doesn 't behave 
she won ·r be able to go to rhar cave 
which she was promised. 

He is regarded by many people as a worlds ~rates1~1an. 
Hasheel Gvvind 

Both :Ve/son .'~fandela and F W de Klerk won rhe 1994 Noble Pe p · 
Leila Chhiba · ace nze. 

RULES 
stop! lod;.! and listen! 
stop! look.' and lisren! 
before you ride i11to the street 
use _vour eyes ancl ,vour ears 
rhen paddle with your feet. 
vibha vallabh 

FOOTPRJNTS 
Foorprinrs in the sand 
Footprmts Footprints 
in10 do you follow me 
upsrairs and downstairs 
m my footsteps. 
.\,Janish Nntha 

E)CAlvl FEVER 
.\fv eyes an1 red as rubbish and 1 am tired 
_!i'om all 1/Jis S\i:atting oJJwhar ·s.new 
1nw am I so lazy. Exam ·s are just round the corner. 
I called over the doc1or. who said 
thar I am sick. But that 's not so 
S111dy hard. or get lots of D's and E's . 

Vcrsha Vala 
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. OUR ENV! RO NM ENT 
Did you know our earth is running 
a temperature? Our earth is getting 
too hot because the ozone layer 
is being destroyed. I saw a 
person culling a tree. This upset 
me very much because that tree 
may have taken 50 years or more to grow. We need trees 
to survive and if we don't 
have trees there will be no life 
on earth. 1i·ees provide us with 
oxygen and no living thing can survive without oxygen, even the 
ozone layer is made of oxygen. 
We can help our world by planting trees rather than 
destroying them. Sometimes we 
don't even know that we are destroying trees. For example, 
haven't we all thrown paper away rather than recycling it. Well 
ji'iends, you are killing a tree. for paper is made out of a tree. 
Prilika Rowjee 

SPORTS 

A RECIPE FOR PEACE 
INGREDIENTS 
I cup of white sugar 
I cup of indian baking powder 
I and half cup of coloured eggs 
2 cups of black cream 
METHOD 
Mix the while sugar with the indian 
baking powder and the coloured eggs. 
Mix well. Place in round container and bake 
for I 5 minutes. When finished put black cream 
and add some sweets. What do get? 
You get a PEACE CAKE. 
Menil Ravjee 

Sports are o:-.zanisecl ·1'1/etic activities played individually or in teams. 
Sports ca,, .,. pla_rtJ<: •;•· 111e11 or women ,boys or girls. Many people 
participatl'J ,, .,port\ p:· 11.:rsonal enjoyment, the love of competition, or as 
a healthji,! 1im11 uf c -_,,·cise. Sports provide entertainment for people 
thro11gho11! ···:: 11·0;·/tf. .. 113e crowds attend sporting events in person. 
Millions oj :;1orts fa11. ,11':;o follow their favourite team and athlete's by 
liste11ing ro mdio or 1: a1ching r. v. These are some examples of healthy 
sports i.e. soel'er, cricket, baseball and hockey to name a few 

Vivek Parshotam 

Hm·e you five minutes to spare? 

How many three-letter words can you (ind in fi\'c minutes from this word-square -- in m1y direction : 
up. down, sideways or diagonally? 

A Nl D 0 p I 
R N A UE i 

! 

A R T
1

R T 

G Oi H C 0 

A T E N DJ 

MY COUNTRY 
The Land I live in is a land for all 
We all are now one Nation to fight the oppression 
Our Nation is called the South Aji'ica11 Nation 
because we all want our own occupation andji·eec/0111 
People really want jobs and we just 
have to connect the door knobs. 
Shailesh Ravjee 

Dear Parents, you are kindly requested to encourage your children to participate in 
the NEWS LETTER. The 'CI·IlLDREN'S CORNER' is specifically aimed al our 
youngsters and all 'original' articles can be submitted to the editor for future 
publication. Refer to the JL YM article in this brochure for further i~fonnation. 
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GUJARATI A LOST CAUSE??? 

by a Concerned Gujarati 

Jnspite of the noble and valiant efforts of a few individuals t~ sti':1ulate in~erest in tl~e 
speaking and teaching of Gujarati, their att~m.pts have been 1~ va1~. Why .1s ther~ this 
apathy and disinterest? Why is the maJonty adop~ed this la~ss~z-faire attitude, 
especially with the younger generation and even with the n~aJonty of th~ ol?er 
generation? Why is it that most have conceded defeat as the continuance of GuJarat1 as 
a spoken and written language is concerned? 

To my mind the root cause is an object lack of a collective consciousness and deeply
felt pride in the Gujarati language on the part of most of the so called Gujarati 
speaking Hindus of South Africa. In fact there is seldom identification of being a 
Gujarati and being proud of it. 

Almost everyone believes there is no real need to know Gujurati. One can comfo11ably 
get by without it. In the present environment there is nQ use for it. No great 
commercial gain occurs from a knowledge of Gujarati. In _fact there is no real use fo r it 
in the prevailing environment. It is sufficient to have a smattering of Gujarati in the 
home for purposes of communicating with the very elderly. It is ironic that 
grandparents are now forced to communicate with their grand children through the 
medium of English. Gujarati is sometimes used in prayers and rituals. Thanks to the 
many bhajan mandals limited usage of Gujarati prevails. 

We, however, become acutely aware of our lack of Gujarati when some dignitary or 
kathakar comes to lecture on the scriptures. But as soon as they leave we return to our 
complacency quite content to continue with the way things are. There is no deeply felt 
commitment or drive throughout the Gujarati-speaking community to persist in the 
preservation and upliftment of Gujarati 

At the heart of this problem is the fact, that there is no homogeneous group or 
community known as Gujaratis. Most of the Hindu Gujarati-speaking groups are 
comprised of caste structured divisions believing that a so called caste hierarchy exists. 
No matter what we believe these groups are still very caste conscious and owe 
allegiance and loyalty first and foremost to these divisions and especially those who 
regard themselves at the topend of the caste hierachy are very proud and arrogant of 
their so called priveleged position. Nowhere is there prid~ and loyalty to the common 
bond of Gujarati amoung the Hindu Gujarati-speaking groups. They tend to forget that 
cultural transmission of traditions and rituals to a certain extent depends on the 
knowledge and understanding of Gujarati. Gujarati does not weld these caste divisions 
into a common bond and hence there is no deep loyalty to Gujarati. It is regarded 
merely as a means of communication. As there is no commitment to a common ideal, 
indifference and lethargy prevails as far as the fostering and preservation of Gujarati 
goes. 

Conlinued. .. .... on the following page 
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It is also clear that the same non-commital and indifferent attitude pertains as far as 
Gujarati education is concerned. Here in Lenasia two major bodies run Gujarati 
schools. In the case of one of these bodies which caters for Gujarati education for a 
number of the caste division there is very little financial support from these caste 
divisions. In order to provide Gujarati education they have to virtually scrape the 
bottom of the barrel in order to pay teachers and run the school. Poorly paid teachers 
in many cases receiving less than R200 per month have to continue with the task of 
teacning pupils Gujarati. With such a structure where schools have to budget for a 
deficit of a R I 000 per month, is it no wonder that Gujarati education is bound to fa il. 
To run a proper and efficient educational institution requires substantial funding and in 
a community where Gujarati is regarded as non-essential high fees as well as funds are 
not forthcoming. Parents simply remove their children from the Gujarati schools. 

The teaching in these schools itself .is archaic, uninspiring and outmoded. Methods 
used in the village schools in India years ago still pertain. No innovative or creative 
approaches to tackle the problem that Gujarati for the majority of our children is a 
second language, have been implemented. Syllabi have to be adapted to the needs of 
present conditions and material and facts that cater for pupil needs to function in the 
present environment have to be introduced. Unfortunately those that are at the head of 
nflairs staunchly adhere to the old outmoded system. The idea of English is frowned 
upon. The response to the offer to have Gujarati taught as a language in the state 
!_;rhool '",:S also not very successful because there was no sufficient demand from the 
C )1i1illll l1i~y. 

Perhaps rhis is a rather pessimistic view but there is definitely a need for an awakening 
among the Hindu Gujarati-speaking people on the intrinsic worth of this language and 
a committed and collective pursuance by all to foster and preserve Gujarati especially 
for the coming generation. 

.:t~ &jt Wjliej -

/or 'JJiwai 
AMC ;;~ 

;;:, 
AMC k ;;: 

~:: ~ Coo ware ~i~ 
;;: H•1•ll•X-1ttj;it•B•tAA:!-tillli•iD1tt ~i~ 
::: Come Join Our Dynamic Team Of ~:: 
._:: Soles Consullanls : :~ 
~:; fantastic Opportunity To Earn M oney In Your Free Timo ; ~: 
~:: Improve Your Lifestyle. All You _Require. is Your O wn ;;~ 
~:: Transport, Free Time and a Burning Qes1re to Succeed ••• ::: ■istmfBNf4t4i=~!EiEm ~i~ 
~:: FREE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING GIVEN 

, ~:: Call during office hours. M on to Sot. Except Wed , 
~:: at Office 102, 1st Floor, Highpoint Centre, Rose Avenue 
.::~ Lenasia and JOIN THE WINN ING TEAM ... 

,_ _____ _____ ___________ _ _ ___ _______ ___ ___ ___ __ -..! 
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WITH COMPLIMENTS 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
LENASIA YUVAK MANDAL 

ON YOUR 25TH ANNIVERSARY 

FROM 

LENASIA SOUTH 

MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
LENASIA YUVAK MANDAL 

ON YOUR •25TH ANNIVERSARY 
"One should cultivate goodr;.1ill for others in one's mind with 
great assiduity, cordiality and sincerity. One who k _eeps 
one's mind ever filled with goodwill for others can get · a· 
thousand faults of his own burnt to ashes and he comes to 
be remembered as a saint~ Through goodwill for others he 
rises from lassitude to generosity, from insignificance to 
fame, and from ignorance to wisdom, nay from muteness ·to 
oratory and from lameness to a scaler of mountains. _So 
poiverful is goodwill. 11 

- SWAMI TRIGUNATITANAND.A 

ANONYMO"fJfJ 
•.· 
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JUNIOR LENASlA YUVAK MANDAL 

The Lenasia Y~vak Manda[ has been very fortunate, in that, through its 25 year history, 
many great achievements and activities have influenced its existence. This year marks two 
specific issues as part of the organisations achievements i.e. 

1) It celebrates its 25th anniversary 
2) The formation ofa new wing' THE JUNIOR LENASIA YUVAK MANDAL' 

( JLYM). 

January 1994 gave rise to the formation of the JL YM. This group of juniors is primarily 
made up of boys and girls between the ages of 9 and 15 and today boasts a membership 
of 3 2 children. The aims and objectives of the JL YM is similar to its parent body ( LYM ). 
Workshops are held every Friday nights at the Ramakrishna Hall between 8.00pm to 
9.30pm. The primary objectives of these workshops is to introduce issues / activities 
which would build confidence and instil a sense of self-image in the juniors, qualities which 
are definitely lacking in our community. 

Furthermore, activities such as debates, sports, excursions, competitions to name but a 
few is vei y much part of the workshop processes. We also have the support of a number 
of profes,ional people who assist us from time to time in the running of these workshops. 
· :,:'cem l\. hS part of the Arbor Day celebrations, each school represented in the JL YM 
, •ember.:_-; ,1 was approached for a tree to be planted. Of great interest was the fact that 
.r L- {M ri:..v-.::ived I 00% co-operation from the schools - a feat they are very proud of. The 
J LYM is i ipen to all and parents are urged to consider the very real benefits to be obtained 
by the chddren as a result of belonging to the organisation, as it assists them to be more 
responsible and constructive members of society. 

Lastly, I wish to emphasise that it is in our interest to guide and encourage our children to 
participate. Remember, the future is our children and if we can help and guide them now, 
what a beautiful future lay ahead. · 

For further information, please contact : 

.. 

.. 'l- •• ,,,,..- '~--._ 
' · . 

Javie Ravjee -
Ranjit Bhana -

852-4616 ( H) 
852-2070 ( H ) 
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AFRICAN TEXTILE DISTRIBUTORS 
51 MARKET STREET, JOHANNESBURG 2001 
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838-2457 
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DRUG TIMEBOMB - LENASIA 
. BYNISHTARA LODGE 

The matters is nol lhat of re~istance - but that of educating and virtually armouring oneself from a 
problem that has the potent1~l of devastating lives. The exl)anding drug market has made illicit 
drug dealing a very profitable i~dustry, unfortunately lhe youth have now become soft targets from 
the ruthless druglords. The dilemma parents are facing today is whelher to be permissive or 
expose them to the dangers of experimentation. · 

The adolescent generation is face with various crises and difficulties. Developing an individual 
identity fom1s the major focus of this age group. The youth need to be given an opportunity to 
experience different roles, attiludes and personalities prior to making important decisions. The 
alternatives and choices are vast and it is no wonder then, that adolescents in their sense of 
confusion periodically beg others to tell them what to do. Many adolescents in the throes of this 
crises feel inadequate, depersonalised and alienated. Close friendships, gangs, cliques and crowd 
behaviour are synonymous with this age group. There becomes an insistence upon rituals and 
loyalty for members of the group. Peer pressure is a crucial factor influencing adolescent 
behaviom. There is a strong desire to relate to and to be accepted by people their on age. As drug 
taking is frequently a social group activity, many adolescents use drugs as a way of being accepted 
by a gronp to which they aspire to. The drug sub-culture provides the adolescent with the 
acc-~prnncs: ~roup and security he/she crave. 

F.::, many :,•:.,g use is a normal part of adolescent experience alongside pop music, clothes. sex 
:;r1., spor. ,~ ·iowever, for the most part, drugs offer lhem short-term relief from boredom, 
u ,,.,!,:;nsa1:; :~d ings, anxieties, unwanted responsibilities, authority, fears and pressure from 
r·, c,nis a.: • ··; ;,~nds. They enable the young person to cope with self consciousness, shyness, lack 
::,,· ,-;,nfidcn ~. µroblems of school work and finding a job. Drug abuse can also relate to parental 
f:!( ;ors.A~ol~sccnts who take drugs tend to aim mimic in an exaggerated form the accepted 
ki,aviour of Jdults who indulge in tobacco, alcohol and tranquillizers. An absent parent, a 
, •1,,ddng pcl~en! is also a contributing factor towards freedom and perhaps boredom. 

i\.dolescencc is a rather difficult and stressful period in life. Understanding, love. consistent 
discipline and firm guide lines from parents and teachers can make transition more meaningful. 
Knowledge of drugs, and creating an awareness of dangers in the young mind of children from an 
early ·age is a preventative measure that needs to be firinly enforced, if we are going to fight the 
scourge of this century. 

GENERAL BERA VIOURAL SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS 

Initially, especially in the young, there is behavioural evidence that they are doing something 
"naughty". This guilty behaviour is unrelated to any drug effect. The individual is "shifty", avoids 
direct eye contact, is evasive and frequently makes up untruthful stories about activities, friends 
and pocket money.As matters progress, a general change of both behaviour and appearance 
without any apparent cause, can be observed. These changes are consistently progressive and 
different from the accustomed behaviour and appearance. Simple examples are: 

, 
Continu~d. ...... on the following page 

l\n analysis of crisis revealed the following characteristics/ IIcnds for the Lenasia Clinic: 
'EMPLOYMENT : . 
44 (33.6%) 'Patients Unemployed as a direct resu1t of their dependencies 
'106 (66.4%) Patients employed 
SEX: 
)21 .(92.4%) Mal.es 
· io·· (?.~o/o) Feniales · 

SUBSTANCE OF ABUSE : 
58 (44.3%)Drug 
10 ( 7.6%) Drug and Alcohol 
63 (48.1%) Alcohol 
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. . h eviously there was tidiness; . . . . 
slovenJmcss_w er~ ~r. ·ously there was active paruc1pat1on (c~rn~1,:1;;lly 
d' . t t in acllvtlles where prevt . . . 

1s1_n eres . h 1 activities such as sports and vanous soc1ellcs): 
notJceabl~ m ex~-m~ ~ ~ ting to note here that initially, dagga abus~· 111c ·,.ses 
changes m appellte (1t 1s m eres 

the appetite); "' .
1 

. nal activities by isolating themselves in their rooui- 0r 
withdrawal from ,anu y commu 
spending most time away from home; 
changing friends or isolation from friends and becoming loners;. unaccountable 

mood swings; 
lying and dishonesty; . 
impaired scholastic or work performance; . . . 

· I th drug dependence develops and money supphes become maacquatc, ulllmate y, as e . . 
th ·11 be th ft of household money and the disappearance of household artick s. At 

ere w1 e di d · d 
this stage, dishonest stories will abo~nd: l_ost wa~ches, ra os. an . tape recor_ ~rs; 
"nonretums" by friends of shirts, shoes, sporllng eqwpment and diversions of susp1c1on 

on domestic personnel or delivery staff. 

At this last stage, the dependent becomes dysfunctional. There is absenteeism and ultimately 

dropout from school, college and work. 

SIGNS RELATED TO DRUGGING METHOD 

Thete are various methods used to administer drugs. The drug abuser will take his drugs by 
mouth, by inhalation (smoking or sniffing) and by self-injection (usually intravenously, but also 
intramuscularly or subcutaneously). Oral drug use leaves no tell-tale signs, excepting the smell of 
substances such as alcohol. Attempts to hide these smells by the excessive use of peppermints or 
mouth sprays are common. 

The smoking of drugs, of which dagga and Mandrax are prime examples in South Africa, is 
getting more popular. (Heroin and cocaine now being smoked overseas). Signs to observe are 
again the presence of the identifying smell of dagga on the person's breath, clothes or in the room. 
as well as the brown dagga stains on the bands of the ~gga smoker. Dagga abuse (even orally) 
causes congestion of the conjectivae. Attempts to counter this by decongestant eyedrops are 
commonly tried. The smell of dagga is often disguised by the excessive burning of incense and the . 
use of deodorant sprays. Finding some of the paraphnalia of smoking, such as dagga pipes, water 
pil)C?S and commonly, broken bottle tops, are other give-aways. 

Inhalant abuse by means of sniffing (or "snorting") volatile substances can often be detected by the 
presence of "glue" stains on clothing, bed sheets, handerchiefs or paper tissues. Plastic bags and 
cardboard funnels are other indicators of sniffing. Local irritation to nasal mucous membrane 
leading to chronic rhinitis and conjunctivits and damage and perforation of the nasal septum is 
diagnostic of cocaine sniffing. The unfortunate victims of self-injection invariably show the 
nwnerous puncture marks on anns, legs. hands, feed and groins. Frequently there is evidence of 
infected areas, cellulitis. phelebitis and thrombo-phelebitis. In the same way, the discovery of 
needles and syringes in wardrobes or handbags provides additional evidence. 

An analysis of crisis revealed the following characteristics/ trends for the Lenasia Clinic 
MARITAL STATUS: EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS : 
88 Patients - Married - 67.2% Class l - Std 5 - 8 - 6·. 1 % 

9 Patients - Divorced - 6.9% Std 6 - Std 8 - 51 - 38.9% 
26 Patients - Single -19.8% Std 9 - Std 10 - 65 - 49.6% 
3 Patients - Widowed - 2.3% Techni.kon - l - .8% 
5 Patients -Seperated - 3.8% College 4. 3.1% 

University - 2 - 1.5% 
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Congratulations to 
Lenasia Yuvak Manda/ 

on your 25th Anniversary 

K.Dhulab (B.PHARM.) MPS 

:J_; .32-7805 

. ~=:Fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill 
- - . --- -------------------· 

===-=::========================================,, 

Lenasia SHOP No.21, LENASIA SQUARE 
TEL:854-1424 

TRADING HOURS: MON-FRI 9AM TO 6 PM 
SAT8AM TO6PM 
SUN 9AM TO 1 PM 

SPAR /Ill 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 

LENASIA YUV AK MANDAL 
ON YOUR 25TH ANNIVERSARY 

LATEST MURTIS FROM ~NID)llA 
Wl8HINGONEANDALLAHAPPYDIWAll. NOW IN STOCK 
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YOUR MARRIAGE - IS IT ON THE LINE? 

M • · complex field and even behavioural scientists experience difficulty in defini ng this amage 1sa • . 
t due to the constant change it ~ndergoes. In the past, people tended to emphasize tJ1e 

concep . . f: ·1 Toda I dutiful perfonnance of social roles in marriage and m the am1 y structure. Y, peop. c ctr~ more 
t to view marriage as committed relationships in which they expect to find compamonslup and 
~ . . ed f d intimacy. This places an additional burden, yet at the ~e ume mcreas. ree . ~m on 1hc 
individual spouses to make the marriage what they choose 1t to be. In most Indian fanuhes as well, 
selection is now n~ longer by parental arrangement, but ra,ther by choice. Poor relationships, lack of 
communication and improper channels of communication has been found to be the largest 
contributory factor in the cases of marriage problems, requ~sting the assistance of nss (81 %). 
This leads to associated problems such as mixed messages, misunderstanding, violence, (physical 
abuse 63% and verbal abuse 75%), spouses not talking to each other (using the children to 
communicate), power struggles etc. Disagreements between couples can be used constructively ~ nd 
can bring spouses closer instead of pushing them apart • a term referred to as "bonding fighting". 
The key to bonding fighting is for partners to try to build up, not tear down, each other's self
esteem by talking openly about whatever it is that is bugging one, and sharing it with your partner; 
using "I" instead of "you" e.g. instead of asking "why are you so late"; say "I was worried becau~c 
you were late'~ by checking with your partner whether you and your partner understand tJ1~ 
message in the same manner, but be careful to use the right time and place and also be willi;,:; 
to change yourself by asking for specific changes but being open to compromise. 

The lack of communication/miscommunication is also one of the major contributory facto ·: 
leading to conflict between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law and the associated problems . ,·· 
power-struggles with negative consequences. This affects, not only the mother-in-law/daughter-ii, 
law relationships but all other members of the household and extended family. The dilemm~; 
constantly faced by the husband is whether his wife or mother is right and leads to displacements oi 
values, loyalties and role models. Due to increased awareness of Feminist rights (which has its 
advantages and disadvantages) the role of the mother-in-law/father-in-law is increasingly 
undermined. Often the mother-in-law is blamed for conflicts arising within the household. 
However, it is my view that her experienced role can be positively used especially in present 
situations where both parents work, e.g.as a caregiver, preparation of meals, disciplinarian etc. 

Mutual understanding and open communication is however of vital importance. Family 
interference was found to be a causative factor in only 38% of cases attended to in April 1993-
March 1994. A hidden factor contributing to marital discord is that of alcohol abuse by the husband 
and was found in 63% of the cases requesting assistance, In most instances, this led to the 
aboveme.ntioned p~~blems of physical and verbal abuse, lack of communication and respect towards 
the farrnly and VIce versa. Often these situations are handled in conjunction with Nishtara Lodge. 
Unfortunately, a pattern of the wife requesting services during crisis and thereafter not 
maintaining contact and appointments has been noted, and this hampers counselling services as 
well. 

' ' 
Continued, ....... on the following page 
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Sexual problems within marriages resulted in marital problems in 44% of the cases attended to 
withln the April 93-March 94 period and often resulted in extra-marital affairs (32%). The sexual 
relationship is an important factor in a marriage but is not one that is discussed openly between 
spouses. Often other factors such as infections, sexual abuse as a child, ignorance etc. could also 
lead lo sexual dysfunctioning. Understanding, compassion, open communication between the 
spouses are some of the ingredients that could facilitate improving the situation. However, often 
professional help is necessary and should be sought as early as possible. For those planning to 
marry, the following are guidelines that can be used to determine if you have chosen your ,right 
partner:- . 
I. Does he/she have close friends - if not, how would the person foster and enjoy a close, intimate 

relationship. 
2. Are you reluctant to introduce him/her to your family/friends -is this uncertainty a reluctance 

to make a commitment, from you/your partner. Are you ashamed of his/her physical appearance. 
Do not enter into a marriage if in doubt. 

3. Do you share more than just a sexual attraction/relationship. 
4. Are you happy with the way he/she treats other people - if he/she is rude, physically violent, 

condescending to others, you will be treated in.the same way eventually. 
5. Do you know what he/she is sexually. 
6. Wr-.s your !ifo satisfying before you met her/him - don't marry to make your life "better" 
7. Ar:~ th~ in.t,.,o wpics you cannot discuss with each other. Strong relationships are built on trust, 

r1;:;µ,:~t, :(,' '<'. ~nd :1pontaneity. 

19Y..:, is i.:.cr.--,, . .imial Yr:-,H of the Family -Lets work towards preserving our family units by noting 
Ole advic:: ::-1,.1,;::r,~i in tb s article. Seek professional help if in doubt. 

Article by Mrs. Beena Chibabhai 
(JISS) Social Work Supervisor. 
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·Thi.;s ;,orTd if in a twirl 
?rh .:a· \-i:eveJ; .ending whirl 
's'o.>swi't't-, fast and invisible 
·'-That ft · dreates an illusion 
'.-i'iicredible· 

;:Th.e< s·un rises· and sets! 
·Tn~ ·-'moq_n changes and .. gets 
'From round to a . crescent . :,.-. ,_, . 
A'if a baby to an adolescent 

Al~ this in a revolution 
' Like a dream in evolution 
But we need to awake 
For our own sake 

For the ·purpose of life 
Without any strife 
To Yulfil our true d~stination 
To be one with God with no 
further procrast ination. 

- UDAI KALA 

..... 



"HINDU STUDENTS HA VE NO FUTURE" 
(by J Kotecha) 

. SANGH SAND ESH a newsmagazine of HINDU SW A y A ' . 
(edited by SANGH UK) 

\ K 

. . s made by two Muslim law students at a Hindu S,udents 
Th•~ startling state;;n~

0
~:ort University, Leceister on 16 February 1994. 1. w as invited 

Society sem1nar at f Tt te a discussion on arranged and love marriage. There 
by the Hind~ studen~~~o•fi:~• ~t~dents. The age group of the studen.ts was 18-20 years 
were approx,~a.tely tf . h Y were either born in England or came to this country in their 
old. The ma1onty -0 t em 
infancy. 

d b l·vely and the discussion came around to the topic of marriage The e ate was very , . . . 
'd h H' d f 'th I gave my opinion that one should marry in the Hindu faith, outs, e t e in u a, . . . . 

· t ' one of our men or woman marries outside our rehg1on, they are since every ,me 
converted to the alien faith. It was ironic that the_ students argued that we . should 
respect the other faith and not convert them to the Hindu ~har~a. I made a po,_nt that 
other religions have taken advantage of this form of libera~,s~, they have ~xplo,ted us 
and converted millions of Hindus to either to Islam or Christian. The Muslim students 
argued that I was a fundamentalist. When I asked how come .Isla~ ;"'as not toler~nt of 
other religions and challenged them on other issues where their rehg1on was not liberal, 

they had no answers. 

After the seminar, refreshments were served and I had a opportunity to talk to M u:: 1 

students in depth. They agreed that they were not liber.al and went on to, say that · 
were proud of Islam and want to spread the message of Islam throughout the vv-:·, 
One of the Muslim students said ., Its is quite obvious from today's seminar that 
Hindu students are not proud of thBir rBligion". 

I said "'what about respect for th8 rBligions?"' and their reply was .,there is only faith ~- ,J 
that is Islam". I asked .,what do you· think of th8 Hindus in the University?". Thsy 
replied "First of all, they are wBBk and the Hindus are more English than the English". 
"'why are Hindus Students weak?"'. Well, they are not proud of their culture, they never 
challenge people who are critical of their culture and religion and they are not united. 
Whsn Islam is challenged we all units and abandon our liberalism. Take the case of 
Salman Rushdie • the Muslims WBrB united" 

The second Muslim said .,w,, oftsn go the functions and challenge the speakers and 
none of the Hindus speakers ever challenge us, you are ths first Hindu to challenge and 
asstH't your views. For that we respect you, but it is too lats for the Hindu Students, 
for we WBfB the only two who undBrstood what you are saying about being proud of 
ones culture. The Hindu Stud1H1($ do not understand being the concept of being proud 
of one's culture". 

The other student added, "you Hindus should have st.arted 20 years ago in the 
universities and IBCtured th8 Hindu students about b8ing proud of thBir culture". They 
went on to say that "'you must have pride and more than that you must be willing to 
fight for your faith which the Hindu studsnts in this collsge do not have". 

This reminded me of a similar statement made by another Muslim, Sikandar Bakht, 
Senior Vice Preside~t of the BJP, in Birmingham in January 1993 when he said, "when 
w11I the Hindus wake up and fight for their rights r. 

If the Hindu youths are to be respected and pfay a major role in the future, we must 
bring about radical change in our thinking. We must be just as strong as other religions 
and bring about pride which will make Hindus stand up and fight back to ensure that 
Hindu Dharma survives and prospers. 
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OUR NEW SOUTH AFRICA 
- SWAMI SHANKARANANDA 

With the Lenasia Yuvak Manda! celebrating its TWENTY-FIVE YEARS of existence and 
yeoman service rendered to the underprivileged fellow brethren as we enter into the 
vibrant and pulsating new South Africa, we look upon this event as being most significant 
indeed. The und.erprivileged in this country go to constitute a vast majority of the 
population, most unfortunately. However, be that as it may, no time should be wastefully 
expended further in contributions to enhance the past misery without contributing 
concretely, significantly and positively to the present genuine and reliable opportunities 
made available by the new Government. 

Just as many other organizations have taken time by its forelock, we, too, need to be 
cogni;;:a:1t of our obligations and pursue objectively, areas which require urgent attention. 
Thot:~h ~-is eas to cover are far in excess of our resources and each one demanding 
unii • ·· · · : '°'Hen ti on, which even the Provincial and Central Administration, however 
en~l: . · .: and determined they be, the needs presently, no doubt, and we all must admit, 
ere ; .!lean afid hair-splitting task to tackle, and hence, we, in our wildest of dreams 
she {rain from expecting overnight successes. If one had to peep into areas which 
wer~ ;)osed book to us it could very well be disspiriting and disenchanting. Being 
bogs•~·:' m our immediate muddy surroundings to the complete oblivion of recognizing to 
whi 1 rrnnspires a little before the horizon we need to retrieve ourselves to hardened 
grounds for a better view of things which affect us unconsciously. 

To forgo this opportunity in extending a reliable helping hand, however small the 
objectives be, we may very well miss the spirit ~f the Reconstruction and . Development 
Programme much to. our dismay and detriment. This could very well turn out to be like a 
ghost haunting us till eternity in the final analysis. Too long has been the suffering of our 
fellow men and we are no strangers to this. Each one of us should search our heart in its 
depths to do something bold and courageous. It is not that we don't possess the ability and 
capacity, but they require to be stimulated into awa_kening followed by channelled 
assertion. The Ashrama with its humble beginnings pioneered through great opposing 
· adversities has reached to its present functioning' s. Taking . up residence on this small 
farmholding with two most important elements i.e. water supply and electric power 
inaccessible to us, with masses of rocks camouflaged by rich lush green grass and wild 
flowers ten years back, Sri Adi Samkara Ashrama can honestly confess very humbly that 
the impossible task was converted into a tangible achiev~ment. Prompted by some 
inexplicable circumstances then, the inauguration of Underprivileged Feeding Project of 
the one hundred· Black school children, once a week, six years back, has now led us into 
preparing a total of approximately 2,000 freshly prepared meals from Mon. to Sat. each 
week, the success of which can be solely attributed to Divine Grace. 

Conlinued ....... on the following page 
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leted kitchen which has the capacity to accommodate preparation for a 
The newly comp h king is no mean achievement by an standards. The TWENTY-
thousand meals at eac coo ' b ·1· d . 

VERSAR
Y CELEBRATION of the Mandal can e ut11ze as a significant 

FIFTH ANNI · h C 't b k. h . r. • t rt ·1n the best possible manner Wtt ommuru Y ac mg., a sc eme to 
occasion 1or It O exe NT PROGD A~ n -~rn r 

. h RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPME IV"Uvuv .. . r o make 
assist t e · . . d d h l h l · 

h b rs of our Commuruty this urgent nee an t e ro e t ey can p ay m 
known to t e mem e . · h · 

h
. • ·11 be an invaluable and a lasting investment m t e minds of the ac 1evmg success WI , . . 

Underprivileged. So long as the m_ajor portion of_ the country s population co_ntmue to be 
victims of being denied basic needs the repercussions can, _undo~btedly, be disastrous for 
all of us in the long term. It would be very much like a famtly whi~h has agr~ed upon lofty 
goals for the family's success in eve~ wise_ bu~ just a smal! po~10n_ of family 

0

~akes any 
genuine contribution with others movmg qmte m th~ oppo~1te direction .. Prosp.,nty of the 
victims who for many centuries have been derued their undemanding neerls, could 
precipiiate an unbridgable gulf between the haves and ha~e-nots, 'whic? past e~ee~ences 
are too well known to us in historical records. A constructive and genuine contri,~ut1on to 
their meaningful prosperity implies prosperity for the whole country and not ,· <~rely a 
segment of the population which has been our previous indelible experience. · \1s v;;o 
deliver our minds into a measure of satisfaction. 

Promoting a fertile ground for discontent in the minds of the population whic,· -~,lrea(:v 
knows too well from past experiences, could very well be like spreading an i,·1-·., trabla 
disease similar to the AIDS mv positive. Let us not be found guilty at some futL:re pate.: 
whilst we are far too committed to our own prosperity by submerging into our own inertia 
and at the same time being insensitive towards others' needs. 

Drawing from the talents accessible to the Mandal from its Officials, Members and 
supporters along with much experiences accrued from the past a foundation can be laid for 
something tangible. A positive move in this direction covering an area however small, 
when executed with regular consistency like the Ashrama's Feeding Project, the Manda) 
can obtain to an everlasting reputation for its philanthropical Mission. Before the 
prevailing atmosphere of new South Africa begins to loose its refreshing and tangible 
waftings some small Project within the capacity of the Mandal can be planned and in good 
time a serious and sincere application in moulding it. As Swami Sivananda would quote to 
those who found the applic_ation of spiritual practices too .demanding and exacting in a 
most delightful and welcoming strain, "You rather aim at a lion and miss it than aiming at 
fly and killing it", so, too, must be our little endeavours. i pray that the Mandal continues 
its noble Mission indefatigably as it has been able to exert all through the period of its 
existence and earn a lasting prominen~ in its genuine contribution towards the upliftmcmt 
of the underprivileged in our midst and in the process contribute concretely to the ,new 
atmosphere in the name of our ancient Dharma. May God's blessings be abundantly upon 
the Lenasia Yuvak Mandal, its officials, members, its present w01 !: and its future 
undertakings · 

For the protection of the good,for the destruction of the wicked, and/or the 
establishment of righteousness, I am born in every age ... , ... GITA 
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51 COMMISSIONER STREET, JOHANNESBURG 

(BETVVEEN SAUER AND KORT STREETS) 

TEL : 834-3819 

- - - --- --· . - ---------------------

'Witli Comp{inrnts 7' rom: 

LENASIA FARMACIE 
V Daya (BPHARM} MPS 

57 Gemsbok Street, Lenasia 

FOR SERVICE AND SATISFACTION 

\. l 
fOOTCAII: PIIODUCTS 

\lr AS SAN YOUR PLUS PARTNER 1N 
I-\ FAMILY HEALTH CARE 

22 Tel: 852-1323 
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It', rime 10 say THAt-JK YOU, bu1 words '-

word., <U> little jusiice in printed form - · 

Ir's a .small way of acknowledging ·cor,tributw1,. 

co operation and support. 

We'd want you to kn01.0 that our indebtedness 

to you goe.s far beyond the word.s in print. 

But THANK YOU mean.s a lot and we wam . 
you to know how much we appreciate your 

And our venture and ii i., our prayer that you I 

and yours would pro.sper with GOD'S 

J'.!:4a.nc.e. 

The Lenasia Yuvak Mandal expresses its heartfelt thanks 

and gratitude to: 

All d·onors, advertisers and sponsors who have 
financially, physically and morally supported us 

and to all those who have contributed to the 
production of this newsletter 
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With Compliments 

POGO FOODS (PTY) LTD. P.O. BOX 251 BETHAL 2310 TRANSVAAL R.S.A. TEL : (01361) 71081 FAX : (01361) 6107 
CNR 1ST & 2ND AVENUE INDUSTRIAL AREA BETHAL. 
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With Compliments 

G.D. WHOLESALER§ <~~ 
.WHOLESALE MECHANTS & DIRECT IMPORTERS 

11 LANDROS STREET 
ST ANDERTON 
2430 

P.O. BOX 769 
STANDERTON ~430 
TELEPHONE: (01331 ) 21307 

21308 

GOVDHAN INDUSTRIES (PTY) LTD. 
MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY PLASTIC PRODUCTS 

\. . 

P.O. BOX 1478 
STANDERTON 2430 

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 

23 PRODUCE STREET 
STANDERTON EXT 1 
STANDERTON 2430 

TEL: (01331) 21396 
21397 

R119 No 00 own n, 

NU-CENTRE 
PHARMACY/ APTEEK 

P.O. BOX 828 
STANDERTON 2430 
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SHOP 26 
INDIAN COMPLEX 
STANDERTON 2430 

TEL: (01331) 26071 




